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Abstract Appropriate comments of code snippets pro-
vide insight for code functionality, which are helpful for
program comprehension. However, due to the great cost of
authoring with the comments, many code projects do not
contain adequate comments. Automatic comment genera-
tion techniques have been proposed to generate comments
from pieces of code in order to alleviate the human efforts
in annotating the code. Most existing approaches attempt
to exploit certain correlations (usually manually given) be-
tween code and generated comments, which could be eas-
ily violated if coding patterns change and hence the per-
formance of comment generation declines. In addition, re-
cent approaches ignore exploiting the code constructs and
leveraging the code snippets like plain text. Furthermore,
previous datasets are also too small to validate the meth-
ods and show their advantage. In this paper, we propose a
new attention mechanism called CodeAttention to translate
code to comments, which is able to utilize the code con-
structs, such as critical statements, symbols and keywords.
By focusing on these specific points, CodeAttention could
understand the semantic meanings of code better than pre-
vious methods. To verify our approach in wider coding pat-
terns, we build a large dataset from open projects in GitHub.
Experimental results in this large dataset demonstrate that
the proposed method has better performance over existing
approaches in both objective and subjective evaluation. We
also perform ablation studies to determine effects of differ-
ent parts in CodeAttention.

Keywords software mining; machine learning; code
comment generation; recurrent neural network; attention
mechanism

1 Introduction

Program comments usually provide insight for code func-
tionality, which are important for program comprehension,
maintenance and reusability. For example, comments are
helpful for working efficiently in a group or integrating
and modifying open-source software. However, since it is
time-consuming to create and update comments constantly,
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plenty of source code, especially the code from open-source
software, lack adequate comments [1]. Source code without
comments would reduce the maintainability and usability of
software.

To mitigate the impact, automatic program annotation
techniques have been proposed to automatically supple-
ment the missing comments by analyzing source code.
Sridhara et al. [2] generated summary comments by using
variable names in code. Rastkar et al. [3] managed to give
a summary by reading software bug reports. Mcburney and
McMillan [4] leveraged the documentation of API to gen-
erate comments of code snippets. Sulir et al. [5] traced
the program being executed and generated its method doc-
umentation.

Source code is usually structured while the comments
in natural language are organized in a relatively free form.
Therefore, the key in automatic program annotation is to
identify the relationship between the functional semantics
of code and its corresponding textual descriptions. Since
identifying such relationships from the raw data is rather
challenging due to the heterogeneity nature between pro-
gramming language and natural language, most aforemen-
tioned techniques usually rely on certain assumptions on
the correlation between the code and their corresponding
comments (e.g., providing paired code and comment tem-
plates to be filled in), based on which the code is converted
to comments in natural language. However, the assump-
tions may highly be coupled with certain projects while
invalid on other projects. Consequently, these approaches
may contain large variance in performance on real-world
applications.

In order to improve the applicability of automatic code
commenting, machine learning has been introduced to learn
how to generate comments in natural language for source
code of various programming languages. Srinivasan et
al. [6] and Allamanis et al. [7] treated source code as nat-
ural language texts, and learned a neural network to sum-
marize the words in source code into brief phrases or sen-
tences. However, as pointed out by [8], source code usually
carries non-negligible semantics on the program function-
ality and should not be simply treated as natural language
texts. Therefore, the comments generated by [6] may not
well capture the functionality semantics embedded in the
program structure. For example, as shown in Fig 1, if we
only consider the lexical information in this code snippet,
the comment would be “swap two elements in the array”.
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However, if we think about both the structure and the lex-
ical information, the correct comment should be “shift the
first element in the array to the end”.

1 int i = 0;
2 while(i<n){
3 swap(array[i],array[i+1]);
4 i++;}

Figure 1: An example of code snippet. If the structural
semantics provided by the while is not considered,

comments indicating wrong semantics may be generated.

One question arises: Can we directly learn a mapping
between two heterogeneous languages? Based on current
sequence to sequence framework in machine translation, we
propose a novel attention mechanism called CodeAttention
to directly translate the source code in programming lan-
guage into comments in natural language. Our approach
is able to leverage rich information from code constructs,
e.g. the semantic embedding of critical statements such
as loops and branches, emphasizing the functional opera-
tions of source code like symbols and keywords. By utiliz-
ing code constructs, our approach can generate more read-
able and meaningful comments. To verify the effectiveness
of CodeAttention, we build a large dataset collected from
open source projects in GitHub. The whole framework of
our proposed method is shown in Fig 3. Empirical studies
indicate that CodeAttention can generate better comments
than previous works, and the comments we generate would
conform to the functional semantics in the program, by ex-
plicitly modeling the code constructs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After
briefly introducing the related work and background, we
describe the process of collecting and preprocessing data
in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce the CodeAtten-
tion module, which is able to leverage the constructs of
the source code. In Section 6, we report the experimen-
tal results by comparing it with five popular approaches in
both objective and subjective evaluation. On BLEU and
METEOR scores, our approach outperforms all other ap-
proaches and achieves new state-of-the-art performance in
large dataset. The subjective evaluation also shows the
same result.

Our contribution can be summarized as: i) we propose
a novel model named CodeAttention, which leverages the
code constructs information to extract functional semantics
from source code. The constructs information can improve
the performance of generated comments. Compared with
traditional methods, our approach achieves the best results
on BLEU and METEOR beating all other methods in dif-
ferent experiments. ii) A new large dataset for code to
comments translation, which contains over 1k projects from
GitHub, making it more practical and 20× larger than pre-
vious datasets [6].

2 Related Work

Previously, there already exist some works on produc-
ing code descriptions based on source code. These works
mainly focused on how to extract key information from
source code through rule-based matching, information re-

trieval, or probabilistic methods. Sridhara et al. [2] gener-
ated conclusive comments of specific source code by using
variable names in code. Sridhara et al. [9] used several tem-
plates to fit the source code. If one piece of source code
matches the template, the corresponding comment would
be generated automatically. Movshovitz and Cohen [10]
predicted class-level comments by utilizing open source
Java projects to learn n-gram and topic models, and they
tested their models using a character-saving metric on ex-
isting comments. There are also retrieval methods which
generate summaries for source code based on automatic
text summarization [11], topic modeling [12], or integrat-
ing with the physical actions of expert engineers [13].

There are different datasets describing the relation be-
tween code and comments. Most datasets are from Stack
Overflow [6,14,15] and GitHub [16]. Stack Overflow based
datasets usually contain lots of pairs in the form of Q&A,
which assume that real world code and comments are also
in such pattern. However, this assumption may not hold all
the time, since those questions are carefully designed. On
the contrary, we argue that current datasets from GitHub
are more practical but usually small, for example, Wong et
al. [16] only contains 359 comments. In this paper, our pro-
posed dataset is much larger and also has the ability to keep
the accuracy.

In most cases, generating comments from source code
is the sub-task of sequence to sequence translation. There
have been many research works about it in this commu-
nity. Brown et al. [17] described a series of five statistical
models of the translation process and developed an algo-
rithm for estimating the parameters of these models given
a set of pairs of sentences that each pair contains mutual
translations, and they also defined a concept of word-by-
word alignment between such pairs of sentences. Koehn et
al. [18] proposed a new phrase-based translation model and
decoding algorithm that enabled us to evaluate and compare
several previously proposed phrase-based translation mod-
els. However, the system itself consists of many small sub-
components and they are designed to be tuned separately.
Although these approaches achieved good performance on
NLP tasks, few of them have been applied on code to com-
ments translation. Recently, deep neural networks achieve
excellent performance on difficult problems such as speech
recognition [19], visual object recognition [20] and ma-
chine translation [21]. For example, the neural translator
proposed in [21] is a newly emerging approach which at-
tempted to build and train a single, large neural network
which takes a sentence as an input and outputs a corre-
sponding translated sentence.

Two most relevant works are [6] and [7]. Allamanis et
al. [7] mainly focused on extreme summarization of source
code snippets into short, descriptive functional summaries
but our goal is to generate human-readable comments of
code snippets. Srinivasan et al. [6] presented the first com-
pletely data driven approach for generating high level sum-
maries of source code by using Long Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) networks to produce sentences. However, they
considered the code snippets as natural language texts and
employed roughly the same method in NLP without con-
sidering the code constructs.

Although translating source code to comments is similar
to language translation, there does exist some differences.
For instance, the structure of code snippets is usually much
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more complex than that of natural language and usually has
some specific features, such as various identifiers and sym-
bols. The length of source code is usually much larger than
its comment and some comments are very simple while the
code snippets are very complex. All approaches we have
mentioned above do not make any optimization for source
code translation. In contrast, we design a new attentional
mechanism called CodeAttention which is specially opti-
mized for code constructs to help make the translation pro-
cess more specific. By separating the identifiers and sym-
bols from natural code segments, CodeAttention is able to
understand the code snippets in a more structural way.

3 Background

In this section, we introduce the recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs), a family of neural networks designed for
processing sequential data. Some traditional types of neu-
ral networks (e.g., convolution neural networks, recursive
networks) make an assumption that all elements are inde-
pendent of each other, while RNNs perform the same task
with the output being depended on the previous computa-
tions. For instance, in natural language processing, if you
want to predict the next word in a sentence you would better
know which words come before it.

The seq2seq model

RNN is a kind of neural network that consists of a hid-
den state h and an optional output y which operates on a
variable length sequence. RNN is able to predict the next
symbol in a sequence by modeling a probability distribu-
tion over the sequence x= (x1, . . . , xT ). At each timestep
t, the hidden state ht is updated by

ht = fencoder(ht−1, xt) (1)

where fencoder is a non-linear activation function (e.g., sig-
moid function [22], LSTM [23], GRU [24]). One usual way
of defining the recurrent unit fencoder is an affine transfor-
mation plus a nonlinear activation, e.g.,

ht = tanh(W [ht−1, xt] + b) (2)

where we parameterized the relation between ht−1 and xt
into matrix W , and b is the bias term. Each element of
its input is activated by the function tanh. A simple RNN
aims to learn the parameters W and b. In this case, we can
get the final joint distribution,

p(x) =
T∏

t=1

p(xt|x1, . . . , xt−1) (3)

The basic cell unit in RNN is important to decide the fi-
nal performance. A gated recurrent unit is proposed by Cho
et al. [25] to make each recurrent unit to adaptively capture
dependencies of different time scales. GRU has gating units
but no separate memory cells when compared with LSTM.

GRU contains two gates: an update gate z and a reset
gate r which correspond to forget and input gates in LSTM,
respectively. We show the update rules of GRU in the Equa-

tions (4) to (7),

zt = σ(Wz[ht−1, xt] + bz) (4)
rt = σ(Wr[ht−1, xt] + br) (5)

h̃t = tanh(Wh[rt � tt−1, xt] + bh) (6)

ht = (1− zt)� ht−1 + zt � h̃t (7)

where σ(x) = 1
1+exp(−x) , ◦ is the component-wise product

between two vectors. There are two reasons which make us
choose GRU: the first one is that Chung et al. [26] found
that GRU can outperform LSTM both in terms of conver-
gence in CPU time and in terms of parameter updates and
generalization; the second is that GRU is much easier to
implement and train when compared with LSTM.

In order to learn a better phrase representation, a classi-
cal recurrent neural network architecture learns to encode a
variable-length input into a fixed-length vector representa-
tion and then decode the vector into a variable-length out-
put. To be simple, this architecture bridges the gap be-
tween two variable-length vectors. While if we look in-
side the architecture from a more probabilistic perspec-
tive, we can rewrite Eq. (3) into a more general form, e.g.,
p(y1, . . . , yK | x1, . . . , xT ), where it is worth noting that
the length of input and output may differ in this case.

The above model contains two RNNs. The first one is
the encoder, while the other one is used as a decoder. The
encoder reads each symbol of an input sequence x sequen-
tially. As it reads each symbol, the hidden state of the en-
coder updates according to Eq. (1). At the end of the input
sequence, there is always a symbol telling the end, and after
reading this symbol, the last hidden state is a summary c of
the whole input sequence.

As we have discussed above, the decoder is another RNN
which is trained to generate the output sequence by predict-
ing the next symbol yt given the hidden state ht.

p(yt | yt−1, . . . , y1, c) = fdecoder(ht, yt−1, c), (8)

where ht = f(ht−1, yt−1, c) and fdecoder is usually a soft-
max function to produce valid probabilities. Note that there
are several differences between this one and the original
RNN. The first is that the hidden state at timestep t is no
longer based on xt−1 but on the yt−1 and the summary c,
and the second is that we model yt and xt jointly which may
result in a better representation.

The Attention Mechanism

A potential issue with the above encoder-decoder approach
is that a recurrent neural network has to compress all the
necessary information {x1, . . . , xT } into a context vec-
tor c for all time, which means the length of vector c is
fixed. There are several disadvantages here. This solu-
tion may make it difficult for the neural network to cope
with long sentences, especially those that are longer than
the sentences in the training corpus, and Cho [27] showed
that the performance of a basic encoder-decoder deterio-
rates rapidly as the length of an input sentence increases.
Specifically, when backing to code-to-comment case, every
word in the code may have different effects on each word
in the comment. For instance, some keywords in the source
code can have direct influences on the comment while oth-
ers do nothing to affect the result.
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Encoder Decoder

Figure 2: An overview of the classical sequence to sequence model with attention mechanism

Considering all factors we have talked above, a global
attention mechanism should exist in a translation system.
An overview of the model is provided in Fig. 2. hi,j is the
hidden state located at the ith (i = 1, 2) layer and jth (j =
1, . . . , T ) position in the encoder. si,k is the hidden state
located at the ith (i = 1, 2) layer and jth (k = 1, . . . ,K)
position in the decoder. Instead of LSTM, GRU [25] could
be used as the cell of both fencoder and fdecoder. Unlike the
fixed vector c in the traditional encoder-decoder approach,
current context vector ct varies with the step t,

ct =
T∑

j=1

αt,jh2,j (9)

and then we can get a new form of yt,

yt = fdecoder(ct, s2,t−1, s1,t) (10)

where αt,j is the weight term of jth location at step t in the
input sequence. Note that the weight term αt,j is normal-
ized to [0, 1] using a softmax function,

αt,j =
exp(et,j)∑T
i=1 exp(et,i)

, (11)

where et,j = a(s2,t−1,h2,j) scores how well the inputs
around position j and the output at position t match, which
is a learnable parameter of the model.

4 Data preprocessing

In order to evaluate the proposed method effectively, we
first build a large dataset. We collected data from GitHub, a
web-based Git repository hosting service. We crawled over
1,600 open source projects from GitHub, and got 1,006,584
Java code snippets. After data cleaning, we finally got
879,994 Java code snippets and the same number of com-
ment segments. Although these comments are written by
different developers with different styles, there exist com-
mon characteristics under these styles. For example, the

same code could have totally different comments but they
all explain the same meaning. In natural language, same
source sentence may have more than one reference transla-
tions, which is similar to our setups. We name our dataset
as C2CGit.

To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist such
a large public dataset with paired code snippets and com-
ments. One choice is using human annotation [28]. By this
way, the comments could have high accuracy and reliabil-
ity. However, it needs many experienced programmers and
consumes a lot of time if we want to get big data. Another
choice is to use recent CODE-NN [6] which mainly col-
lected data from Stack Overflow which contains some code
snippets in answers. For the code snippet from accepted an-
swer of one question, the title of this question is regarded as
a comment. Compared with CODE-NN (C#), our C2CGit
(Java) possesses two obvious advantages:

• Code snippets in C2CGit are more practical. In many
real projects from C2CGit, several lines of comments
often correspond to a much larger code snippet, for
example, a 2-line comment is annotated above 50-line
code. However, this seldom appears in Stack Over-
flow.

• C2CGit is much larger and more diversified than
CODE-NN. We make a detailed comparison in Fig 4
and Table 1. We can see that C2CGit is about 20×
larger than CODE-NN no matter in statements, loops
or conditionals. Also, C2CGit holds more tokens and
words which demonstrate its diversity.

Extraction. We downloaded projects from the GitHub
website by using web crawler. Then, the Java files can be
easily extracted from these projects. Source code and com-
ments should be split into segments. If we use the whole
code from a Java file as the input and the whole comments
as the output, we would get many long sentences and it
is hard to handle them even in NLP tasks. Through ana-
lyzing the abstract syntax tree (AST) [29] of code, we got
code snippets from the complete Java file. By utilizing the
method raised by [16], the comment extraction is much eas-
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Figure 3: The whole framework of our proposed method.
The main skeleton includes two parts: building dataset

(named C2CGit) and code to comments translation.

Table 1: Average code and comments together with
vocabulary sizes for C2CGit, compared with CODE-NN.

The best one is marked as boldface.

Avg. code length Avg. title length tokens words
CODE-NN 38 tokens 12 words 91k 25k

C2CGit 128 tokens 22 words 129,340k 22,299k

ier, as it only needs to detect different comment styles in
Java.

Matching. Through the above extraction process, one
project would generate many code snippets and comment
segments. The next step is to find a match between code
snippets and comment segments. We extracted all identi-
fiers other than keyword nodes from the AST of code snip-
pets. Besides, the Java code prefers the camel case con-
vention (e.g., StringBuilder can be divided into two terms,
String and Builder). Each term from code snippets is then
broken down based on the camel case convention. Note that
if a term uses underline to connect two words, it can also
be broken down. After these operations, a code snippet is
broken down into many terms. Since comments are natural

# Statements (≥3)

23k

443k

# Statements (≥4)

18k
50k

100k

150k

200k

250k

300k

350k

400k

450k

342k

# Loops (≥1) # Conditionals (≥1)

246k

11k 12k

292k

Figure 4: A comparison between C2CGit (blue) and
CODE-NN (green). #Statement(>=3) means the number

of code snippets containing more than 2 statements.

language, we use a tokenization tool, widely used in natural
language processing, to handle the comment segments. If
one code snippet shares the most terms with another com-
ment segment, the comment segment can be regarded as a
translation matching to this code snippet.

Cleaning. We use some prior knowledge to remove
noise in the dataset. The noise is mainly from two aspects.
One is that we have various natural languages, the other
is the shared words between code snippets and comment
segments are often too few. Programmers coming from all
around the world can upload projects to GitHub, and their
comments usually contain non-English words. These com-
ments would make the task more difficult but only occupy
a small portion. Therefore, we deleted instances containing
non-ASCII characters if they appear in either code snip-
pets or comment segments for reducing noises. Some code
snippets only share one or two words with comment seg-
ments, which suggests the comment segment can’t express
the meaning of code. These code and comment pairs also
should be deleted.

5 The CodeAttention Approach

In this section, we mainly talk about the CodeAtten-
tion. For the encoder-decoder structure, we employ a 3-
layer translation model, whose basic element is Gated Re-
current Unit (GRU). On this basis, we propose a novel at-
tention mechanism to leverage the code constructs. For
convenience, we provide an overview of the entire model
in Fig. 5.

Unlike traditional statistical language translation, code
snippets have some different characteristics, such as criti-
cal statements, symbols and keywords. However, previous
works usually ignore these differences and employ the com-
mon encoding methods in NLP. In order to emphasize these
features of code constructs, we import two effective strate-
gies: functional region alignment and token encoding, after
which we develop a global attention module to learn their
specific weights in code snippets. We will introduce details
of functional region alignment, token encoding and global
attention in the following.
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Figure 5: The framework of CodeAttention.

Functional Region Alignment. The loop or branch
statement blocks are very important in the code constructs
and may indicate the meaning of code. We call these blocks
as functional regions. To distinguishing different functional
regions, we directly sort for and if in code snippets based on
the order they appear. The while and switch could be han-
dled in the same way. After sorting,

for/if −→ for/if +N

where N is decided by the order of each if or for in its upper
nest. For example, when we have multiple if and for, after
functional region alignment, we have such forms as shown
in Fig. 6. After that, each if or for would be projected into
different embedding vector as the input of RNN.

1 FOR1(i=0; i<len - 1; i++)
2 FOR2(j=0; j<len - 1 - i; j++)
3 IF1(arr[j] > arr[j + 1])
4 temp = arr[j]
5 arr[j] = arr[j+1]
6 arr[j+1] = temp
7 ENDIF1
8 ENDFOR2
9 ENDFOR1

Figure 6: An example of collected code snippet after
identifier sorting.

The above strategy is able to keep the original order of
critical statements. It is worth noting that functional region
alignment makes a difference among fors or ifs appeared in
different loop levels.

Token Encoding. Tokens often contain symbols, key-
words and identifiers in code snippets. In order to stress
their specificity, these tokens should be encoded in a way
which helps to make them more conspicuous than naive en-
coded code snippets. To be specific, we first build a dic-

tionary including all symbols, like ×, ÷, ; , {, } and key-
words, such as int, float, public, ... in code snippets. The
tokens are not contained in this dictionary are regarded as
identifiers, such as method names, class names, constructor
calls etc. Furthermore, immediate values in code snippets
would be mapped into all ones vector. Next, we construct
an independent token vocabulary which has the same size
as the vocabulary of all input snippets, and encode these
tokens using an extra embedding matrix. The embedded
tokens can be treated as learnable weights in global atten-
tion.

Global Attention. In order to emphasize the importance
of tokens in code, we propose a novel attention mecha-
nism called global attention. We represent x as a set of
inputs. Let Ord(·) and Enc(·) stand for our functional re-
gion alignment and token encoding, respectively. E(·) is
used to represent the embedding method. The whole global
attention operation can be summarized as,

E(Enc (Ord (x))) ×© fe(x) (12)

where fe(·) is the encoder, ×© represents dot product to
stress the effects of encoded tokens.

After token encoding, we now have another token em-
bedding matrix: F for symbols, keywords and variables.
We set m as a set of one-hot vectors {m1, ..., mT } ∈
{0, 1}|F | for different tokens. We represent the results of
E(Enc (Ord (x))) as a set of vectors {w1, ...,wT }, which
can be regarded as a learnable parameter for each token,

wi = miF (13)

Since the context vector ct varies over time, the formulation
of context vector ct is as follows,

ct =
T∑

i=1

αt,i(wi ×© e3,i) (14)

where e3,i is the hidden state located at the 3rd layer and ith
position (i = 1, . . . , T ) in the encoder, T is the input size.
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αt,i is the weight term of ith location at step t in the input
sequence, which is used to tackle the situation when input
piece is overlength. Then we can get a new form of yt,

yt = fd(ct,d3,t−1,d2,t, yt−1) (15)

fd(·) is the decoder function. d3,t is the hidden state located
at the 3rd layer and tth step (t = 1, . . . ,K) in the decoder.
Here, we assume that the length of output is K. Instead of
LSTM in [30], we take GRU [25] as basic unit in both fe (·)
and fd (·). Note that the weight term αt,i is normalized to
[0, 1] using a softmax function,

αt,i =
exp(st,i)∑T
i=1 exp(st,i)

, (16)

where st,i = score(d3,t−1, e3,i) scores how well the in-
puts around position i and the output at position t match.
As in [31], we parametrize the score function score(·) as
a feed-forward neural network which is jointly trained with
all the other components of the proposed architecture.

6 Experiments

We compare the CodeAttention with several baseline
methods on C2CGit dataset. The metrics contain both ob-
jective and subjective evaluation.

Baseline methods

To evaluate the effectiveness of CodeAttention, we compare
it with four popular approaches from natural language and
code translation.
• CloCom [16]: A state-of-the-art code comment gen-

eration method which leverages code clone detection
to match code snippets with comment segments. This
“matching” nature makes this method incapable of
generating comments for the code snippets that are not
similar to any code snippets in the code base.
• MOSES [32]: A widely-used phase-based method in

traditional statistical machine translation. It is usu-
ally used as a competitive baseline method in sequence
to sequence translation models. In our experiments,
MOSES is equipped with a 4-gram language model
using KenLM [33].
• LSTM-NN [6]: This is a method leveraging RNN to

generate texts from source code. The parameters of
LSTM-NN are selected according to the suggestions
in [6].
• GRU-NN [34]: A 3-layer RNN model with GRU

cells. For better comparison, we improve the RNN
structure in [35] to make it deeper and use GRU [25]
units instead of LSTM proposed in the original pa-
per, both of which help it become a strong baseline
approach.
• Self-Attention [30]: A recently proposed state-of-the-

art method based solely on the attention mechanisms,
dispensing with recurrence and convolutions.

Experimental Settings

We employ a 3-layer encoder-decoder architecture with a
CodeAttention mechanism to model the joint conditional
probability of the input and output sequences.

The initial value of learning rate is 0.5. When step loss
doesn’t decrease after 3k iterations, the learning rate mul-
tiplies decay coefficient which is usually 0.99. Reducing
the learning rate during the training helps avoid missing the
lowest point. Meanwhile while large initial value can speed
up the learning process.

We use buckets to deal with code snippets with various
lengths. To get a good efficiency, we put every code snippet
and its comment to a specific bucket, e.g., for a bucket sized
(40, 15), the code snippet in it should be at most 40 words
in length and its comment should be at most 15 words in
length. In our experiments, we found that bucket size has a
great effect on the final result, and we employed a 10-fold
cross-validation method to choose a good bucket size. After
cross-validation, we choose the following buckets, (40, 15),
(55, 20), (70, 40), (220, 60).

We use stochastic gradient descent to optimize the net-
work. In this network, the embedding size is 512 and the
hidden unit size is 1024. Also, we have tried different
sets of parameters. For example, a 3-layer RNN is better
than 2-layer and 4-layer RNNs, the the 2-layer model has
low scores while the 4-layer model’s score is only slightly
higher than that of the 3-layer one but with much longer
running time. Finally, it takes three days and about 90k
iterations to finish the training stage of our model on one
NVIDIA K80 GPU. Note that we employ beam search in
the inference.

All experiments are performed on C2CGit dataset. The
whole dataset was divided into 90% training set and 10%
test set. All methods run 10-fold cross-validation to tune
the parameters.

Objective Evaluation

We use BLEU [36] and METEOR [37] as objective evalu-
ation metrics, which is popular in evaluating the quality of
generated comments.

BLEU measures the average n-gram precision on a set of
reference sentences. Most sequence to sequence algorithms
are evaluated by BLEU scores, which is a popular evalua-
tion metric. METEOR is recall-oriented and measures how
well the model captures content from the references in the
output. The higher the METEOR score is, the better it is.
Denkowski et al. [38] argued that METEOR can be applied
in any target language, and the translation of code snippets
could be regarded as a kind of minority language. We report
all factors affecting the METEOR score, e.g., precision, re-
call, f1, fMean and final score. Precision is the proportion
of the matched n-grams out of the total number of n-grams
in the evaluated translation; Recall is the proportion of the
matched n-grams out of the total number of n-grams in the
reference translation; fMean is a weighted combination of
Precision and Recall; Final Score is the fMean with penalty
on short matches.

The average results for running all methods by 5 times
are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

Since BLEU is calculated on n-grams, we report the
BLEU scores when n takes different values. From Ta-
ble 2, we can see that the BLEU scores of our approach are
relatively high when compared with previous algorithms,
which suggests that CodeAttention is suitable for translat-
ing source code into comment. Equipped with our CodeAt-
tention module, RNN achieves the best results on BLEU-1
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Table 2: BLEU of all methods. The best one is marked as
boldface.

Methods BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
CloCom 25.31 18.67 16.06 14.13
MOSES 45.20 21.70 13.78 9.54

LSTM-NN 50.26 25.34 17.85 13.48
GRU-NN 58.69 30.93 21.42 16.72
Attention 25.00 5.58 2.4 1.67

CodeAttention 61.19 36.51 28.20 24.62

Table 3: METEOR of different comments generation
methods. The best one is marked as boldface.

Methods Precision Recall fMean Final Score
CloCom 0.4068 0.2910 0.3571 0.1896
MOSES 0.3446 0.3532 0.3476 0.1618

LSTM-NN 0.4592 0.2090 0.3236 0.1532
GRU-NN 0.5393 0.2397 0.3751 0.1785

Self-Attention 0.1369 0.0986 0.1205 0.0513
CodeAttention 0.5626 0.2808 0.4164 0.2051

to BLEU-4 and outperform the original GRU-NN by a large
margin, e.g., about 50% on BLEU-4.

Table 3 shows the METEOR scores of each comment
generation methods. The results are similar to those in
Table 2. Our approach already outperforms other meth-
ods, and it significantly improves the performance when
compared with GRU-NN in all evaluation metrics. Our
approach exceeds GRU-NN by 0.027 (over 15%) in ME-
TEOR Score. It suggests that the CodeAttention module
has an effect in both BLEU and METEOR scores. In ME-
TEOR scores, MOSES gets the highest recall compared
with other methods, since it always generates long sen-
tences and the words in references would have a high prob-
ability to appear in the generated comments. In terms of
METEOR scores, CloCom beats MOSES and LSTM-NN,
which is different from Table 2. The average length of com-
ments generated by CloCom is very short but high quality,
since CloCom only generate comments from few certain
code templates. The METEOR scores stress quality, and
shorter sentences get less plenty. Therefore, CloCom gets a
higher score.

Unexpectedly, Self-Attention achieves the worst perfor-
mance among different methods in both BLEU and ME-
TEOR, which implies that Self-Attention might not have
the ability to capture specific features of code snippets. We
argue that the typical structure of RNN can be necessary
to capture the long-term dependency in code which are not
fully reflected in the position encoding method from Self-
Attention [30].

For a better demonstration of the effect of CodeAtten-
tion, we make a naive ablation study about it. The study re-
ports the BLEU-4 results of different combinations. From
Table 4, we can get two interesting observations. First,
comparing line 1 with line 2, we can see that even single
functional region alignment has some effects. RNN with
functional region alignment exceeds normal GRU-NN by
1.63, which reflects that stressing the order of different crit-
ical statements could be useful. The improvement can be
reached when applying it on other methods based on neural
machine translation. Second, ×© (line 4) exceed +© (line 4)
by 2.24, which precisely follows our intuition, that ×© am-
plifies the effects of tokens more efficiently than +© does.

All above results indicate that the performance can be

Table 4: Ablation study about effects of different parts in
CodeAttention.

BLEU-4 Ident Token Global Attention
1 16.72 w/o w/o w/o
2 18.35 w/ w/o w/o
3 22.38 w/ w/ +©
4 24.62 w/ w/ ×©

Table 5: Criterion of understandability.

Level Semantics
5 Fluent, and grammatically correct
4 Not fluent, and grammatically correct
3 Grammatically incorrect, but easy to understand
2 Grammatically incorrect, and hard to understand
1 Meaningless

improved by leveraging the structural information of code.

Subjective Evaluation

Objective evaluation do not always agree with actual qual-
ity of the results [39], and the generated comments must be
understood by programmers. Hence, we perform subjec-
tive evaluation. We employ 5 programmers with 5+ years
Java experience to finish this task. Each programmer rates
the comments independently for eliminating prejudice. The
criteria would be shown in the following:

• Understandability. We consider the fluency and gram-
mar of generated comments. The programmers would
score these comments according to the understandabil-
ity criterion shown by Table 5. If programmers catch
the meaning of code snippets in a short time, the scores
of understandability would be high.

• Similarity. We should compare the generated com-
ments with human written ones, which suggests what
the models learn from the training set. The similar-
ity between generated comments and human written is
shown in Table 6. This criterion measures the similar-
ity between generated comments and human written.

• Interpertability. The connection between code and
generated comments also should be considered, which
is referred to as interpertability. The detailed criterion
is shown in Table 7, which means the generated com-
ments convey the meaning of code snippets.

We randomly choose 220 pairs of code snippets and
comment segments from the test set, and let programmers
rate them according to above three evaluations. The gen-
erated comments from different methods would be shuffled
before rating. The comments generated by Self-Attention
were incomplete and most of them are meaningless, there-
fore, it’s no necessary to let programmers rate them.

Table 8 shows the subjective evaluation of all auto-
generated comments methods from three aspects. The three
aspects are understandability, similarity and interpretabil-
ity. Our method gets the best performance in all aspects.
We can tell that our proposed method has an improvement
than other methods in subjective evaluation. For details, we
show the each subjective evaluation scores in the following.

In terms of understandability, we are able to draw several
conclusions from Fig. 7. Firstly, our method, with maxi-
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Table 6: Criterion of similarity between generated
comments and human writing.

Level Semantics

5
Generated comments are easier to understand

than the human writing

4
The meanings of generated and human writing

comments are same, so as the expression

3
The meanings of generated and

human writing comments are same,
but the expressions are different

2

The meanings of generated and
human writing comments are different,

but the generated comments
express some information of code

1 The generated comments are meaningless.

Table 7: Criterion of interpertability.

Level Semantics

4
The generated comments show the
high level meaning in code snippets

3
The generated comments only show

partial meaning in code snippets.

2
The generated comments only shows

some keywords in code snippets

1
There doesn’t exist connection between
code snippets and generated comments.

mum ratios of good comments (4 and 5 points), achieves the
best results over other four approaches. Secondly, LSTM-
NN and GRU-NN obtain the most comments in the “middle
zones" (3 and 4 points). It suggests that sequence to se-
quence model can generate readable comments. However,
they still can not generate high quality comments with-
out leveraging code constructs. The last phenomenon that
draws much attention is that ColCom has the worst perfor-
mance in general, although it has more 5 points than GRU-
NN and LSTM-NN. The reason might be that the ColCom
chooses the comments of similar code snippets as gener-
ated comments and these comments often have high quality.
However, when facing many other code snippets, ColCom
cannot generate enough appropriate comments.

Regarding with similarity, the results in Fig. 8 are nearly
the same as those in Fig. 7. We can claim that the ColCom
has the least similar comments with ground-truth ones,
which suggests that two code snippets might share many
common words (ColCom usually chooses the comments of
similar code snippets) but the meaning of each could be dif-
ferent from the other.

In terms of the interpretability, we can see that our
method performs much better than other ones. The meth-
ods based on RNN architecture, e.g. LSTM-NN, GRU-NN
and our method, are much better than other methods. It’s
suggested that RNN architecture could capture both deep
semantics and literal meaning in code snippets.

In summary, the experimental results from subjective
evaluation indicate that leveraging the code constructs can
generate the more readable comments, and it can help the
programmers understand code snippets easily.

Table 8: The scores of all methods in subjective
evaluations. The best one is marked as boldface.

Methods Understandability Similarity Interpretability
CloCom 2.55 2.00 1.77
MOSES 3.08 2.84 2.60

LSTM-NN 3.70 2.96 2.39
GRU-NN 3.60 3.27 2.76

CodeAttention 4.08 3.36 2.98

Figure 7: Understandability distribution of all methods

Figure 8: Similarity distribution of all methods

Case Study

Table 9 shows examples from the outputs generated by our
models and other methods in the test set. In fact, not all
methods can generate meaningful sentences, suggesting the
task is difficult and traditional methods can hardly achieve
this goal. For these two examples, the comments trans-
lated by neural networks are shorter and more meaning-
ful than others. Our CodeAttention can generate higher
quality comments than other neural models. The gener-
ated comments by CodeAttention are almost the same as
ground truth. It suggests that our proposed method can
make the translation better by leveraging the constructs of
code. MOSES generates longer comments than other meth-
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Table 9: Two examples of code comments generated by different methods.

code

1 private void createResolutionEditor(Composite control,
2 IUpdatableControl updatable) {
3 screenSizeGroup = new Group(control, SWT.NONE);
4 screenSizeGroup.setText("Screen Size");
5 screenSizeGroup.setLayoutData(new GridData(GridData.FILL_HORIZONTAL));

GroundTruth the property key for horizontal screen size
ColCom None

Moses
create a new resolution control param control the control segment the segment size group

specified screen size group for the current screen size the size of the data is available
LSTM-NN creates a new instance of a size
GRU-NN the default button for the control
Attention param the viewer to select the tree param the total number of elements to select

CodeAttention create the control with the given size

code

1 while (it.hasNext()) {
2 EnsembleLibraryModel currentModel (EnsembleLibraryModel) it.next();
3 m_ListModelsPanel.addModel(currentModel);
4 }

GroundTruth gets the model list file that holds the list of models in the ensemble library

ColCom
the library of models from which we can select our ensemble usually loaded from

a model list file mlf or model xml using the l command line option
Moses adds a library model from the ensemble library that the list of models in the model

LSTM-NN get the current model
GRU-NN this is the list of models from the list in the gui
Attention the predicted value as a number regression object for every class attribute

CodeAttention gets the list file that holds the list of models in the ensemble library

Figure 9: Interpretability distribution of all methods

ods, since it translates source code by using word align-
ment. A snippet of code would align many comment seg-
ments and MOSES could not find out the core meanings.
LSTM-NN generates fluent sentences, which are shorter
but information is less comparable with our method, which
suggested that LSTM-NN can’t capture the whole seman-
tics of code snippets.

In Summary, case study indicates that CodeAttention
generates more accurate and more easy-to-understand com-
ments compared with other baseline methods by leveraging
the code constructs.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an attention module named
CodeAttention to utilize the code constructs, like statement
blocks, symbols and identifiers. CodeAttention contains 3
steps: Functional Region Alignment, Token Encoding and
Global Attention. Equipped with RNNs, CodeAttention
outperforms competitive baselines and gets the best perfor-
mance in both objective and subjective evaluations. Our
results suggest that generated comments would conform to
the functional semantics of program by explicitly modeling
the code constructs.

In the future, we will extend the CodeAttention by fur-
ther exploiting the AST tree, which is expected to provide
richer information of code for better comments generation.
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